**CONTENTS:**

1. Target hook (x12)
2. Bolt (x4)
3. Washer (x4)
4. Wingnut (x4)
5. Elastic target ties (x6)
6. Net ties (x35)
7. Target
8. Net
9. Target peg (x6)
10. Frame peg (x16)

**FRAME ASSEMBLY**

Before assembling the frame it is necessary to slide the target hooks over the frame tubes. You will need to slide 6 target hooks over no.3 tube top tube and 3 target hooks over each no.4 side tubes.

Being careful to select the appropriately numbered tubes, assemble the frame as illustrated.
TARGET ASSEMBLY
Space out the target hooks to match the eyelets in the target. Hook the target into position.

NET ASSEMBLY
Spread net out, locate the two red tabs. Put the net over the frame with the red tabs in the top left and right hand corners of the frame. The seam of the net should follow the frame supports. Secure using net ties ensuring you space them out evenly over the whole frame.

SECURING THE FRAME AND TARGET
When the frame, target and net are assembled the target and frame need to be secured to the ground.
Position the target shot assembly in a suitable position (see warnings).

Securing Target
Fix the target to the ground by threading the elastic loops through the bottom eyelets and fasten to the ground with small pegs. Secure pegs using a mallet. Ensure the pegs are pushed fully into the ground at an angle, as illustrated.

Securing Frame
Fix the frame to the ground using 16 large pegs. Position around the frame base as illustrated.

NOTE: To secure frame firmly to ground always anchor two pegs together (as shown) at anchor points indicated. Secure pegs using a mallet.

CAUTION: Check regularly that pegs are secure. Loose pegs may cause injury. Care should be taken when using a mallet as misuse may cause injury.